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INTRO
These days, someone wanted to
know whether 1 was a homophobe. 1 asked why. “Well, because you mention gays and
lesbians multiple times in your
documentaries ‘The Founding
Fathers of Early Sexualization‘
and „Sex Oppression“.“ 1 answered: “If in all of my research concerning early sexualization 1 invariably find gays,
lesbians, transsexuals and pedophiles as the manipulators,
what does that have to do with
being homophobic?“ The police cannot be accused of being
hostile towards Swiss citizens
simply because they happened
to find a lot of Swiss people
incriminated. The same must
also count for the constant antiSemitism uproar. For years 1
could not even begin to understand why I and so many other
Jewish-friendly speakers were

Sodomy on the rise
defamed as anti-Semitics. They
all only inertly and unsuspectingly uncovered all sorts of
injustice and crimes. That has
absolutely nothing to do with
anti-Semitism, even if a bunch
of Jews suddenly feel like their
party has been crashed! Whoever uncovers the Italian Mafia
is not later called an “anti-Italo“ or whatever. It‘s more important to always state the
names of those responsible.
That is the only way possible
that Mafioso-like structures
and connections can be made
visible. lf a Swiss person does
an injustice, it is a Swiss person,
if it was an African, then an
African, if it was an American,
then an American, if it was a
Jew, then it was a Jew. That is
something you are allowed to
say. — That’s how it is done
everywhere!
Ivo Sasek

sb. Michael Kiok, Chair of the every self-proclaimed animal

Zoophilic Association ZETA, is
campaigning in the name of
100.000 zoophiles in Germany
for sex with animals to be no
longer explicitly banned by law.
The doctors Alfred Kinsey
(1948), Robert Masters (1962),
Lars Ullerstam (1966), Hani Miletzki (1999), Martin Weinberg
(2003) and Andrea Beetz
(2005) had assiduously worked
toward the goal that sex with
animals not be viewed as traumatic, but be seen as sexually
delighting and emotionally fulfilling. Of course it would never
be okay to rape a little animal,
which would be horrible... In an
introductory video about sodomy and zoophilia, the viewer
is shown on the association‘s
webpage why sex with animals
is “normal“. Among other
things, it also shows that even

Explosive voice and countervoice as a TV debate?
jb. Who doesn’t know him? Elie
Wiesel prisoner no. A-7713, probably the best known survivor of
the concentration camps, so to
say the living consciousness of
the Holocaust. Since 1958 more
than 10 millions copies of his
book: “Night” have been sold
and in 1986 he was awarded the
Nobel peace prize. All over the
world he is honorary doctor at
many universities and he is decorated with many awards such as
the American Golden Honour
Medal of the Congress or the
medal of freedom, the highest
civil decoration in the USA. The
avowed Zionist is given great
honour and glorified since he – as
a survivor of the concentration

camp- is fighting against the intolerance, injustice and the oblivion
of the Holocaust. But as Jean
Robin points out there is a weak
point in his story: according to
documents from the Auschwitz –
Birkenau museum published in
2012, the number A7713 was not
assigned to Elie Wiesel, but to
Lazar Wisel. He was 15 years
older than Elie Wiesel and a
friend of cc-prisoner Nikolaus
Grüner who can remember Lazar
very well.
So Elie Wiesel wrote books and
gave reports about his suffering
in the concentration camp, where
he had apparently never been
according to these documents. Is
this the reason why some pictures

show that there is no prisonernumber tattoo on his left forearm
that is usual for former prisoners
of concentration camps. What do
Jews like Elie Wiesel or Otto
Uthgenannt (see S&G no 5/13)
intend with their apparently
forged reports? But Nikolaus
Grüner and Elie Wiesel are both
still alive! In an open TV-debate
with both of them the millions of
affected persons should now be
allowed to finally hear their voice
and countervoice.
Sources:
Jean Robin: From personal correspondence with the head of the archives of
the museum AuschwitzBirkenau in Oswiecim,Wojciech Plosa;
Nikolaus Grüner: Stolen Identity,
Stockholm 2007

lover is already a zoophile.
What is depicted as sick is only
who forces animals to have sex
or gets intimate under the influence of drugs. Healthy, longterm sexual relationships between humans and animals are
sadly made impossible by law,
they complain barefaced.
If we stay silent today, then
pedophiles will demand the
same rights tomorrow and use
our children at will!
Sources:
www.zeta-verein.de/Wissenswertes/
einfuhrung/video-einfuhrung-insodomie-und-zoophilie.html
www.taz.de/!106197/
(see also documentary
„Frühsexualisierung“,
www.panorama-film.ch
documentary „Sexzwang“
www.klagemauer.tv)

The music industry and
its contaminated seed
tb. Last year, during her Australian concerts, the American singer, Kesha, drank human blood,
dripping from a human heart, to
introduce her song “Cannibal“!
And why is that? She just felt
inspired to do so, she claimed.
Christina Aguilera’s new music
video, “your body”, begins with
the warning: “no humans were
damaged while shooting this video”. This video shows violent
sexual acts that reach their height
in death.
In pop-music there is a strong
trend involving sexual perversion, occultism and satanism.
No matter how perverted and
satanic the contents may be, the
music industry keeps making
these “artists” into stars, because
they make the most profit by
breaking taboos. Has our society
contiuned on page 2
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How the world economy elite invest their money

reached their highest limit of satisfaction for their addictions,
that such abominations have to
be fed to people?

wm. How can one invest money
in research, education and science without having to pay taxes? Exactly. Through foundations. The Jewish Rockefeller
family uses this principle by financing lobby groups, universities and companies with foundation funds of several billion
Dollars every year. Among those
foundations are: Planned Parenthood1 , Center for Strategic and
International Studies2 , Monsanto

Sources:
Gabriele Kuby: the global sexual
revolution, Fe-media publisher,
2012, S. 209,
www.fashionmagazin.org/talk/kesham
achtauf-twilight-fan-schock-beifuturemusic-festival-2311/
documentary „Sexzwang”, see
www.klagemauer.tv

Monsanto Hiding
behind False Flags
Monsanto- the name brand reminds us of 250,000 Indian farmers who have committed suicide,
because contaminated seeds
have destroyed their entire living.
In the US, more and more agriculturists are warning not to use
the products of this company.
While farmers one after the other
end in ruin, the products of this
corporation keep covering our
planet like a spreading cancer. In
order to hide its infamous name,
Monsanto sells seeds to gardeners through companies that they
acquired. The Monsanto group
distributes salad, tomato, and cucumber-seeds under the name of
their affiliate: “De Ruiter Seeds”.
It abuses the name of the company “Semenis” as well.
Monsanto cultivates a worldwide network of exclusively affiliated companies that are supposed to bring customers to buy
their hazardous junk. Another
one of them is the “Kiepenkerl”
brand that originated from “De
Ruiter Seeds”, and can be traced
up to Monsanto. Although Monsanto claims that the seeds are
not genetically altered, it is important to remember that: this
company’s products harm mankind, and more than that they
damage the entire nature on this
planet.
Sources:

or the universities Harvard and
Yale. Especially the topic of environmental protection, conservation and ecology are strategically
supported by the Rockefellers. In
order to sell the scientifically confuted fairytale of the manmade
climate change, environmental
organizations such as Greenpeace and Oxfam receive money
from their foundation.
Isn’t there a danger from this
point of view that a lot of scien-

tists only research certain topics
and approve them because of the
money they are supported with?
Which scientist and prevailing
opinion can we still believe in?
1 It

is America’s largest organization for
reproductive medicine, cancer- and
HIV-examination, contraception and
abortion.
2 It develops concepts and strategies for
the foreign affairs of the United States.
Source:
Tilman Knechtel: The Rothschilds –
a family rules the world,
J.K. Fischer–press, 2012

“Foundations like Carnegie, Rockefeller and Ford exert a corrosive influence on a democratic society!”
Professor Robert F. Arnove

Scholarships for
free to rule the world?

The banishment of
Nicola Tesla from the history books

Today in India and Pakistan there
is hardly any family in the upper
middle class of which not at least
one child has studied in the USA.
Whoever was not able to afford
the high tuition fee received a
scholarship. Funds were freely
available from major US-foundations like the Rockefeller- or
Ford-foundation. As early as
1924 the Rockefeller- and the
Carnegie-foundation had established the Council on Foreign
Relations (a private American
studies centre) which is the
“most powerful lobby regarding
foreign affairs” and under its direction the global supremacy of
the US-capitalism and its radicalliberal business practices of the
“open market” expanded worldwide. Today the enterprisefinanced foundations almost
completely influence the third
world elite with their think tanks,
scholarships and trainings. Astonishing how apparent charities
serve other interests as well when
regarded on a large scale.

original text ,http://denkbonus.
wordpress.com/2012/05/04/warnungmonsanto-unter-falscher-flagge/

Source:
JUNGE FREIHEIT,
7.9.2012/Blätter für deutsche und
internationale Politik, 7-9/2012
www.jungefreiheit.de/Archiv.
611.0.html - unter Stichwortsuche:
„Die Hegemonie
der Philanthropoiden“

mf. Dr. Nicola Tesla, born on
July 10th 1856, was at one stage,
one of the most famous people
on the planet. He invented the
fluorescent tube, the radio, alternate electrical current, the radar
and also, according to eyewitnesses, a free energy generator,
capable of producing electricity
without any conventional energy
source. These days, Tesla has
almost disappeared from our
scientific and educational books.
What did he discover, to warrant
such a fall from grace? He envisioned an energy revolution and
wanted to transport wireless electricity for free to the customers.
At that time the monopolists had
been nearly rolling in money,
because they had invested in copper mines and knew, that one day
the world would be covered with
copper wires. When Tesla’s
sponsor, the banker J. Pierpont
Morgan (!), who also had strongly invested into copper, found
out about Tesla’s plans involving
the wireless power transmission,
he dropped him and canceled his
sponsorship money. When Tesla
died, his labs had been burned
down, his great achievements
mostly confiscated, and he himself almost forgotten. To the uni-

versity students of today the impression is conveyed, that Tesla
invented the Tesla coil, that a
measuring unit has been named
after him, and that’s it. To the
general public, Tesla’s name is
hardly known. Has Tesla’s banishment from the history books
been organized by those finance
moguls, who felt threatened by
his inventions?
Sources:
http://anti-zensur.info/index.php?
page=azk8#; Vorträge:“Freie
Energie-Technologien” und “Freie
Energie für alle Menschen”.
Jeane Manning: Freie Energie,
Omega-Verlag 1996

Closing Point ●
“I will go back into my forest
to die there in peace. All the
scientists and their followers
are just a mob of thieves, all
hanging on strings like
marionettes, who have to
dance after every melody
which appears necessary to
their well hidden slave
masters. They took
everything from me. I don’t
even possess myself
anymore.”
Victor Schauberger, former forest
ranger and great nature researcher
(1885 – 1958)

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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